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Chapter 3 
Handling Noise and Missing 
Values in Sensory Data 



Overview 

•  Previously: we collected the data 
•  Today: Removing noise from the data 

– Removal of outliers 
–  Imputation of missing values 
– Transform the data to select the most useful 

information 
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Removal of outliers (1) 

•  What is an outlier? 
•  An outlier is an observation point that is 

distant from other observations 
•  Causes? 

– Measurement error (Arnold with a heart rate 
of 400) 

– Variability (Arnold trying to push his limits with 
a heart rate of 190) 
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Removal of outliers (2) 

•  Difference between measurement and 
variability outlier? 
– Former generated by another mechanism 

•  How to remove? 
– Domain knowledge (heart rate cannot be over 

220) 
– Without domain knowledge (our focus) 

•  Have to be cautious as you do now want 
to remove valuable information  
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Removal of outliers (3) 

•  Two types of outlier detection: 
– Distribution based (we assume a certain 

distribution of the data) 
– Distance based (we only look at the distance 

between data points) 
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Distribution-based outlier detection (1) 

•  Let us start with Chauvenet’s criterion 
•  Assume a normal distribution, single 

attribute (Xi) 
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Together, these values define a normal distribution N(µ,s2). According to Chau-
venet’s criterion we reject a measurement from a dataset of size N when its proba-
bility of observation is less than 1

2N . A generalization of this criterion is to replace
the value 2 with a parameter c, we will follow this generalization in the remainder
of this explanation. We can compute the probability of observing a value of at most
x j

i as follows:

P(X  xi, j) =

x j
iZ

�•

1p
2s2p

e�
(u�µ)2

2s2 du (3.3)

A point is considered an outlier when one of the following two cases holds:

(1�P(X  xi, j))<
1

c ·N (3.4)

P(X  xi, j)<
1

c ·N (3.5)

Fig. 3.1: Outlier detection based on Chauvenet’s criterion

where c is a positive constant number roughly in the order of 1 that specifies the
degree of certainty for the identification of outliers given the assumption of a normal
distribution. A higher c corresponds to higher chance that identified outliers are truly
outliers. Graphically, the outliers are visualized in Figure 3.1. The red areas reflect
a low probability (less than 1

c·N ) of observing measurements that are not outliers
– in other words we assume measurements in this area to be outliers (remember,
we do not have ground truth here, although we do assume the normal distribution).



Chauvenet’s criterion (1) 

•  Take the mean and standard deviation for 
an attribute j in our dataset: 
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are in need of approaches that can assist us in the process. One approach is to re-
move measurement errors based on domain knowledge rather than based on ma-
chine learning. For example, we know that a heart rate can never be higher than
220 beats per minute and cannot be below 27 beats per minute (the current world
record). So, we remove all values outside of this range and interpret them as missing
values. This will often be the right choice, but there are situations in which outliers
by their existence carry information, e.g. a heart rate above 220 bpm is not possible
but might reflect a situation of extreme physical stress causing the chest strap not to
work properly. Hence, we could potentially still filter out important information.

A problem we might encounter is that domain knowledge is not widely accessible
or to a large extent it is unknown how to define outlier for a domain. What can we
do, if we do not possess this domain knowledge and have no up-front knowledge
on what an outlier is? Below, we will treat various approaches that can help us to
remove outliers. We will assume we do not have any knowledge on what outliers are.
Hence, we consider it being an unsupervised problem. Be aware that this process is
dangerous as there is a high risk of removing points that are not measurements
errors and might in fact be the most interesting points in our dataset. One thing we
can do is perform visual inspection to make sure we do not remove any valuable
information. Alternatively, we can also just try whether we improve on our machine
learning tasks when we remove them. We roughly follow the categorization of [54]
for outlier detection algorithms, discussing distribution-based models first, followed
by distance-based approaches.

3.1.1 Distribution-based models

The first approach we will consider for outlier removal is based on the probability
distribution of the data. Here, the data should follow a certain known distribution
and we remove those that are outside of certain bounds of the distribution.

3.1.1.1 Chauvenets criterion

When we consider Chauvenets criterion (cf. [32]), we assume the data to follow
the normal distribution. Given that we have N measurement for attribute Xj to start
with, we compute the mean µ and standard deviation s of our data:

µ =
ÂN

n=1 x j
n

N
(3.1)

s =

s
ÂN

n=1(x
j
n �µ)2

N
(3.2)



Chauvenet’s criterion (2) 

•  Take those values as parameters for our 
normal distribution 

•  For each instance i for attribute j compute 
the probability of the observation: 
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Together, these values define a normal distribution N(µ,s2). According to Chau-
venet’s criterion we reject a measurement from a dataset of size N when its proba-
bility of observation is less than 1

2N . A generalization of this criterion is to replace
the value 2 with a parameter c, we will follow this generalization in the remainder
of this explanation. We can compute the probability of observing a value of at most
x j

i as follows:

P(X  x j
i ) =

x j
iZ

�•

1p
2s2p

e�
(u�µ)2

2s2 du (3.3)

A point is considered an outlier when one of the following two cases holds:

(1�P(X  x j
i ))<

1
c ·N (3.4)

P(X  x j
i )<

1
c ·N (3.5)

Fig. 3.1: Outlier detection based on Chauvenet’s criterion

where c is a positive constant number roughly in the order of 1 that specifies the
degree of certainty for the identification of outliers given the assumption of a normal
distribution. A higher c corresponds to higher chance that identified outliers are truly
outliers. Graphically, the outliers are visualized in Figure 3.1. The red areas reflect
a low probability (less than 1

c·N ) of observing measurements that are not outliers
– in other words we assume measurements in this area to be outliers (remember,
we do not have ground truth here, although we do assume the normal distribution).



Chauvenet’s criterion (3) 

•  Define it as an outlier when: 

•  Typical value for c is 2 
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Together, these values define a normal distribution N(µ,s2). According to Chau-
venet’s criterion we reject a measurement from a dataset of size N when its proba-
bility of observation is less than 1

2N . A generalization of this criterion is to replace
the value 2 with a parameter c, we will follow this generalization in the remainder
of this explanation. We can compute the probability of observing a value of at most
x j

i as follows:

P(X  x j
i ) =

x j
iZ

�•

1p
2s2p

e�
(u�µ)2

2s2 du (3.3)

A point is considered an outlier when one of the following two cases holds:

(1�P(X  x j
i ))<

1
c ·N (3.4)

P(X  x j
i )<

1
c ·N (3.5)

Fig. 3.1: Outlier detection based on Chauvenet’s criterion

where c is a positive constant number roughly in the order of 1 that specifies the
degree of certainty for the identification of outliers given the assumption of a normal
distribution. A higher c corresponds to higher chance that identified outliers are truly
outliers. Graphically, the outliers are visualized in Figure 3.1. The red areas reflect
a low probability (less than 1

c·N ) of observing measurements that are not outliers
– in other words we assume measurements in this area to be outliers (remember,
we do not have ground truth here, although we do assume the normal distribution).



Chauvenet’s criterion (4) 

•  CrowdSignals example (c=2): 
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3.5 Case Study 41

(a) Chauvenet’s criterion (b) Mixture model (upper part shows the observed
values, bottom part shows the probability of ob-
serving the data)

(c) Simple distance-based approach (d) Local outlier factor (upper part shows the ob-
served values, bottom part shows the k-lof score)

Fig. 3.8: Outlier for the attribute acc phone x

In the figures we can see that Chauvenet’s criterion does signal outliers for the
light phone lux attribute: we find 33 outliers that seem to make sense. For the
acc phone x we do not find any outliers, and visual inspection indeed shows that
there are not very clear outliers. The mixture models seems to work fine for
light phone lux as well: extreme and rare values get a probability of observing of
around 0. For acc phone x we again do not see very clear outliers, a sign that very
obvious outliers are indeed missing. Our simple distance-based outlier detection
finds outliers for the two examples: we see some outliers for both cases (27 for
light phone lux and 11 for acc phone x). Finally, the local outlier factor does show
changes in values for outliers, but is in our opinion less clear compared to the sim-

42 3 Handling Noise and Missing Values in Sensory Data

(a) Chauvenet’s criterion (b) Mixture model (upper part shows the observed
values, bottom part shows the probability of ob-
serving the data)

(c) Simple distance-based approach (d) Local outlier factor (upper part shows the ob-
served values, bottom part shows the k-lof score)

Fig. 3.9: Outlier for the attribute light phone lux

pler distance-based approach. In addition, it is computationally more demanding.
Based on our observations, we have decided to apply a filtering of the outliers (re-
placing them with an unknown value) using the Chauvenet criterion: we want to be
on the safe now and not throw away data points for which it is not so obvious that
they are outliers. We apply this to all attributes except for the labels (that are just
binary and do not contain outliers). Of course using a single parameter across all
attributes has a severe risk which we are completely aware of, but visual inspection
showed that the outliers that were removed seemed fairly reasonable.



Distribution-based outlier detection (2) 

•  Assuming the data of an attribute to follow 
a single distribution might be a bit too 
simple 

•  We can also use mixture models 
•  Assume the data can be described with K 

normal distributions 
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Alternatives to Chauvenet’s criterion exist that are based on the same assumptions
yet a bit more sophisticated, see e.g. [47].

3.1.1.2 Mixture models

While the previous approach is straightforward, it does assume a single distribution
can be fitted to our observed values for the attribute. This might not always be realis-
tic. If we think of accelerometer data, our data could for example follow a combina-
tion of two normal distributions: one bump for measurements in case of an inactive
user and one for an active user. We can solve this problem with mixture models.
Assuming we have K distributions to describe our data, e.g. K normal distributions:
{N(µ1,s1), . . . ,N(µK ,sK)} we would like to find the values of the parameters for
those individual distributions (i.e. µ1 . . .µk,s1, . . . ,sK) that when combined best de-
scribe the data. We formulate the probability of performing an observation of value
x for a measurement:

p(x) =
K

Â
k=1

pkN(x|µk,sk) (3.6)

With

K

Â
k=1

pk = 1 (3.7)

8k : 0 < pk  1 (3.8)

Here, pk expresses the weight of each distribution. The sum of the weights is scaled
to 1 to make sure the total area under the curve remains 1. We need to find the
parameters that maximize the probability of observing the data we have measured,
specified by means of the likelihood:

L =
N

’
n=1

p(x j
n) (3.9)

In other words, we maximize the product of the probabilities of observing our at-
tribute values. The higher the probabilities of the individual attribute values the
higher the product. How we precisely optimize the parameter values is beyond the
scope of this book. One way to do so is the Expectation-Maximization algorithm
(cf. [16]) which you can explore in the exercises. Once we have found the best pa-
rameters, we can consider identifying outliers again by considering the probability
of each observation. Points with the lowest probabilities are candidates for removal.
The exact criterion to apply here depends on the data at hand. In order to find the best
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Alternatives to Chauvenet’s criterion exist that are based on the same assumptions
yet a bit more sophisticated, see e.g. [47].

3.1.1.2 Mixture models

While the previous approach is straightforward, it does assume a single distribution
can be fitted to our observed values for the attribute. This might not always be realis-
tic. If we think of accelerometer data, our data could for example follow a combina-
tion of two normal distributions: one bump for measurements in case of an inactive
user and one for an active user. We can solve this problem with mixture models.
Assuming we have K distributions to describe our data, e.g. K normal distributions:
{N(µ1,s1), . . . ,N(µK ,sK)} we would like to find the values of the parameters for
those individual distributions (i.e. µ1 . . .µk,s1, . . . ,sK) that when combined best de-
scribe the data. We formulate the probability of performing an observation of value
x for a measurement:

p(x) =
K

Â
k=1

pkN(x|µk,sk) (3.6)

With

K
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pk = 1 (3.7)

8k : 0 < pk  1 (3.8)

Here, pk expresses the weight of each distribution. The sum of the weights is scaled
to 1 to make sure the total area under the curve remains 1. We need to find the
parameters that maximize the probability of observing the data we have measured,
specified by means of the likelihood:

L =
N

’
n=1

p(x j
n) (3.9)

In other words, we maximize the product of the probabilities of observing our at-
tribute values. The higher the probabilities of the individual attribute values the
higher the product. How we precisely optimize the parameter values is beyond the
scope of this book. One way to do so is the Expectation-Maximization algorithm
(cf. [16]) which you can explore in the exercises. Once we have found the best pa-
rameters, we can consider identifying outliers again by considering the probability
of each observation. Points with the lowest probabilities are candidates for removal.
The exact criterion to apply here depends on the data at hand. In order to find the best
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Mixture models (1) 

•  We can find the best for the parameters by 
mean of maximizing the likelihood: 

•  We can for example use the expectation 
maximization algorithm 

•  How many distributions should we use? 
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Alternatives to Chauvenet’s criterion exist that are based on the same assumptions
yet a bit more sophisticated, see e.g. [47].

3.1.1.2 Mixture models

While the previous approach is straightforward, it does assume a single distribution
can be fitted to our observed values for the attribute. This might not always be realis-
tic. If we think of accelerometer data, our data could for example follow a combina-
tion of two normal distributions: one bump for measurements in case of an inactive
user and one for an active user. We can solve this problem with mixture models.
Assuming we have K distributions to describe our data, e.g. K normal distributions:
{N(µ1,s1), . . . ,N(µK ,sK)} we would like to find the values of the parameters for
those individual distributions (i.e. µ1 . . .µk,s1, . . . ,sK) that when combined best de-
scribe the data. We formulate the probability of performing an observation of value
x for a measurement:

p(x) =
K

Â
k=1

pkN(x|µk,sk) (3.6)

With

K

Â
k=1

pk = 1 (3.7)

8k : 0 < pk  1 (3.8)

Here, pk expresses the weight of each distribution. The sum of the weights is scaled
to 1 to make sure the total area under the curve remains 1. We need to find the
parameters that maximize the probability of observing the data we have measured,
specified by means of the likelihood:

L =
N

’
n=1

p(x j
n) (3.9)

In other words, we maximize the product of the probabilities of observing our at-
tribute values. The higher the probabilities of the individual attribute values the
higher the product. How we precisely optimize the parameter values is beyond the
scope of this book. One way to do so is the Expectation-Maximization algorithm
(cf. [16]) which you can explore in the exercises. Once we have found the best pa-
rameters, we can consider identifying outliers again by considering the probability
of each observation. Points with the lowest probabilities are candidates for removal.
The exact criterion to apply here depends on the data at hand. In order to find the best



Mixture models (2) 

•  CrowdSignals example (K=3): 
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3.5 Case Study 41

(a) Chauvenet’s criterion (b) Mixture model (upper part shows the observed
values, bottom part shows the probability of ob-
serving the data)

(c) Simple distance-based approach (d) Local outlier factor (upper part shows the ob-
served values, bottom part shows the k-lof score)

Fig. 3.8: Outlier for the attribute acc phone x

In the figures we can see that Chauvenet’s criterion does signal outliers for the
light phone lux attribute: we find 33 outliers that seem to make sense. For the
acc phone x we do not find any outliers, and visual inspection indeed shows that
there are not very clear outliers. The mixture models seems to work fine for
light phone lux as well: extreme and rare values get a probability of observing of
around 0. For acc phone x we again do not see very clear outliers, a sign that very
obvious outliers are indeed missing. Our simple distance-based outlier detection
finds outliers for the two examples: we see some outliers for both cases (27 for
light phone lux and 11 for acc phone x). Finally, the local outlier factor does show
changes in values for outliers, but is in our opinion less clear compared to the sim-
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(a) Chauvenet’s criterion (b) Mixture model (upper part shows the observed
values, bottom part shows the probability of ob-
serving the data)

(c) Simple distance-based approach (d) Local outlier factor (upper part shows the ob-
served values, bottom part shows the k-lof score)

Fig. 3.9: Outlier for the attribute light phone lux

pler distance-based approach. In addition, it is computationally more demanding.
Based on our observations, we have decided to apply a filtering of the outliers (re-
placing them with an unknown value) using the Chauvenet criterion: we want to be
on the safe now and not throw away data points for which it is not so obvious that
they are outliers. We apply this to all attributes except for the labels (that are just
binary and do not contain outliers). Of course using a single parameter across all
attributes has a severe risk which we are completely aware of, but visual inspection
showed that the outliers that were removed seemed fairly reasonable.



Distance-based outlier detection (1) 

•  Let us move away from distributions and 
just consider the distance between points 

•  We will consider the actual distance 
metrics later (Chapter 5), but e.g. think of 
Euclidean distance 

•  We will use            to represent the 
distance between two values of an 
attribute j 
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number of distributions to fit the data, multiple approaches have been developed, see
[56]) for an overview.

3.1.2 Distance-based models

A second type of algorithm to detect outliers is to consider the distance between
a point and the other points in the dataset. We will treat distance metrics between
points in more detail in Chapter 5. For now assume that we have a metric to compute
the distance between two values x j

i and x j
k called d(x j

i ,x
j
k).

3.1.2.1 Simple distance-based approach

The first approach takes a global view towards the data: we consider the distance of
a point to all other points. Assuming that we define a certain minimum distance dmin
we say that a point is an outlier when more than a fraction fmin of the points in the
dataset is at a distance of more than dmin (cf. [67]) from that point. Formally:

outlier(x j
i ) =

(
1 ÂN

n=1 d over(x j
i ,x

j
n,dmin)

N > fmin

0 otherwise
(3.10)

Where

d over(x,y,dmin) =

(
1 d(x,y)> dmin

0 otherwise
(3.11)

Again, the parameter settings are of crucial importance in order for this approach
to work well. We do see that this approach can also be used to compare complete
instances, provided that we have a distance metric between instances. An example is
shown in Figure 3.2, where we have two relevant attributes, X1 and X2 representing
the x- and y-axis of the accelerometer data of Arnold. The red dots represent data
points (and the x-axis and y-axis their value for X1 and X2 respectively). Assuming
we want to determine whether the black dot is an outlier, we compute for each point
whether it occurs within distance dmin. This distance from our point is indicated by
the circle in this case, assuming a certain distance metric. We see that fifteen other
point lies within this distance while all other are outside. Depending on our other
parameter settings we could consider this an outlier or not.



Simple distance-based approach (1) 

•  We call point close if they are within 
distance dmin 

•  Points are outliers when there are more 
than a fraction fmin far away (i.e. outside of 
dmin) 
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Fig. 3.2: Outliers based on distance

3.1.2.2 Local outlier factor

Instead of taking a global look at points the local outlier factor approach (cf. [27])
only takes points into account that surround it. Some areas in our data space might
be quite dense while others are not. Taking this into account might improve our
detection of outliers. In addition, the approach specifies a degree of outlier (i.e.
the likelihood of something being an outlier), which was missing in the previous
distance based approach as well, although it would not be difficult to change the
previous approach slightly to account for this. Imagine the scenario shown in Fig-
ure 3.3. We see data points on the lower left forming a sort of cluster, let us call this
cluster one. On the upper right we see a similar, yet less dense cluster, which we call
this cluster two. Consider the two points visualized by black dots, point one being
the lower left point, point two the one in the upper right. Given the shape of cluster
one, point one is likely to be considered an outlier by an expert while point two is
probably not, given the shape of cluster two. Hence, even though the distances to
the points in the cluster are similar we treat them differently.

Alright, let us dive into the approach in a bit more detail. The first step taken
is to define the kdist of a point x j

i . This is defined as the largest distance among the
distances of the k closest points. To describe this, we define the following constraints
for the kdist of point x j

i : kdist(x
j
i ) :



Simple distance-based approach (2) 

•  Formal: 
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number of distributions to fit the data, multiple approaches have been developed, see
[56]) for an overview.

3.1.2 Distance-based models

A second type of algorithm to detect outliers is to consider the distance between
a point and the other points in the dataset. We will treat distance metrics between
points in more detail in Chapter 5. For now assume that we have a metric to compute
the distance between two values x j

i and x j
k called d(x j

i ,x
j
k).

3.1.2.1 Simple distance-based approach

The first approach takes a global view towards the data: we consider the distance of
a point to all other points. Assuming that we define a certain minimum distance dmin
we say that a point is an outlier when more than a fraction fmin of the points in the
dataset is at a distance of more than dmin (cf. [67]) from that point. Formally:

outlier(x j
i ) =

(
1 ÂN

n=1 d over(x j
i ,x

j
n,dmin)

N > fmin

0 otherwise
(3.10)

Where

d over(x,y,dmin) =

(
1 d(x,y)> dmin

0 otherwise
(3.11)

Again, the parameter settings are of crucial importance in order for this approach
to work well. We do see that this approach can also be used to compare complete
instances, provided that we have a distance metric between instances. An example is
shown in Figure 3.2, where we have two relevant attributes, X1 and X2 representing
the x- and y-axis of the accelerometer data of Arnold. The red dots represent data
points (and the x-axis and y-axis their value for X1 and X2 respectively). Assuming
we want to determine whether the black dot is an outlier, we compute for each point
whether it occurs within distance dmin. This distance from our point is indicated by
the circle in this case, assuming a certain distance metric. We see that fifteen other
point lies within this distance while all other are outside. Depending on our other
parameter settings we could consider this an outlier or not.
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number of distributions to fit the data, multiple approaches have been developed, see
[56]) for an overview.

3.1.2 Distance-based models

A second type of algorithm to detect outliers is to consider the distance between
a point and the other points in the dataset. We will treat distance metrics between
points in more detail in Chapter 5. For now assume that we have a metric to compute
the distance between two values x j

i and x j
k called d(x j

i ,x
j
k).

3.1.2.1 Simple distance-based approach

The first approach takes a global view towards the data: we consider the distance of
a point to all other points. Assuming that we define a certain minimum distance dmin
we say that a point is an outlier when more than a fraction fmin of the points in the
dataset is at a distance of more than dmin (cf. [67]) from that point. Formally:

outlier(x j
i ) =

(
1 ÂN

n=1 d over(x j
i ,x

j
n,dmin)

N > fmin

0 otherwise
(3.10)

Where

d over(x,y,dmin) =

(
1 d(x,y)> dmin

0 otherwise
(3.11)

Again, the parameter settings are of crucial importance in order for this approach
to work well. We do see that this approach can also be used to compare complete
instances, provided that we have a distance metric between instances. An example is
shown in Figure 3.2, where we have two relevant attributes, X1 and X2 representing
the x- and y-axis of the accelerometer data of Arnold. The red dots represent data
points (and the x-axis and y-axis their value for X1 and X2 respectively). Assuming
we want to determine whether the black dot is an outlier, we compute for each point
whether it occurs within distance dmin. This distance from our point is indicated by
the circle in this case, assuming a certain distance metric. We see that fifteen other
point lies within this distance while all other are outside. Depending on our other
parameter settings we could consider this an outlier or not.



Simple distance-based approach (3) 

•  CrowdSignal example (dmin=0.1, fmin=0.99) 
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(a) Chauvenet’s criterion (b) Mixture model (upper part shows the observed
values, bottom part shows the probability of ob-
serving the data)

(c) Simple distance-based approach (d) Local outlier factor (upper part shows the ob-
served values, bottom part shows the k-lof score)

Fig. 3.8: Outlier for the attribute acc phone x

In the figures we can see that Chauvenet’s criterion does signal outliers for the
light phone lux attribute: we find 33 outliers that seem to make sense. For the
acc phone x we do not find any outliers, and visual inspection indeed shows that
there are not very clear outliers. The mixture models seems to work fine for
light phone lux as well: extreme and rare values get a probability of observing of
around 0. For acc phone x we again do not see very clear outliers, a sign that very
obvious outliers are indeed missing. Our simple distance-based outlier detection
finds outliers for the two examples: we see some outliers for both cases (27 for
light phone lux and 11 for acc phone x). Finally, the local outlier factor does show
changes in values for outliers, but is in our opinion less clear compared to the sim-
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(a) Chauvenet’s criterion (b) Mixture model (upper part shows the observed
values, bottom part shows the probability of ob-
serving the data)

(c) Simple distance-based approach (d) Local outlier factor (upper part shows the ob-
served values, bottom part shows the k-lof score)

Fig. 3.9: Outlier for the attribute light phone lux

pler distance-based approach. In addition, it is computationally more demanding.
Based on our observations, we have decided to apply a filtering of the outliers (re-
placing them with an unknown value) using the Chauvenet criterion: we want to be
on the safe now and not throw away data points for which it is not so obvious that
they are outliers. We apply this to all attributes except for the labels (that are just
binary and do not contain outliers). Of course using a single parameter across all
attributes has a severe risk which we are completely aware of, but visual inspection
showed that the outliers that were removed seemed fairly reasonable.



Distance-based outlier detection (2) 

•  The previous approach did not take the 
local density into account, imagine: 
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Fig. 3.3: Example outliers for Local Outlier Factor

|{x|x 2 {x j
1, . . . ,x

j
i�1,x

j
i+1, . . . ,x

j
N}^d(x,x j

i ) kdist(x
j
i )}|� k (3.12)

|{x|x 2 {x j
1, . . . ,x

j
i�1,x

j
i+1, . . . ,x

j
N}^d(x,x j

i )< kdist(x
j
i )}| (k�1) (3.13)

In other words, there should be k � 1 points or less with a distance less than the
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We now define the reachability distance of a point x j
i to another point x as:

kreach dist(x
j
i ,x) = max(kdist(x),d(x,x

j
i )) (3.15)

(3.16)

This expresses that a reachability distance is the real distance if the point x j
i is not

among the k nearest points of x (in that case the value for d(x,x j
i ) will be larger than

kdist(x)) and otherwise it is the kdist of that point, so we abstract the distance value
of all points within kdist(x) equal to kdist(x). Next, consider the local reachability
density around our point x j

i :



Local outlier factor (1) 

•  Local outlier factor does take this density 
into account 

•  We first define the distance kdist for a point 
xi 

j as the largest distance to one of its k 
closest neighbors: 
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Fig. 3.3: Example outliers for Local Outlier Factor
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Local outlier factor (2) 

•  The set of neighbors of xi 
j within kdist is 

called the k-distance neighborhood kdist_nh 

•  We define the reachability distance of xi 
j to 

x as (we remove small distances within 
kdist) 
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Fig. 3.3: Example outliers for Local Outlier Factor
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Local outlier factor (3) 

•  Now we define the local reachability 
distance of our point xi 

j: 

•  And we compare this to the neighbors: 
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In our definition, we look at the neighbors x of x j
i in within the kdist , look at their

reachability distance to x j
i and divide this by the number of neighbors. Intuitively

this says something on how close point x j
i is to its neighbors. We divide 1 by this

number, so the lower the average distance to ones neighbors the higher the value.
In order to see how much of an outlier the point is compared to its neighbors, we
consider the local reachability density of those neighbors and compare them:
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j
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j
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|kdist nh(x
j
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We compare the values for our point x j
i and our neighboring points. Remember

that a high value for klrd represents a closer proximity to neighbors. This formula
expresses that the higher the scores for x j

i on the klrd compared to its neighbors, the
lower the local outlier factor will become, which makes perfect sense of course!

3.2 Imputation of Missing Values

Obviously, our dataset could contain a lot of missing values. This could be caused by
a lot of outliers, or possibly by sensors not providing information at certain points in
time. There are different ways to replace these missing values by some substituted
value, we refer to this process as imputation.

The first approach we can take is to impute the mean value of an attribute calcu-
lated over the instances where the value is known. This is a common approach. The
approach does have disadvantages when we have data with a lot of extreme values,
as this severely impacts the value of the mean. The median is a robust alternative for
these cases as it is less sensitive to it. Note that all these approaches target numerical
values. For categorical values, we can use the mode.

A bit more sophisticated approach is to predict the missing value for attribute j
of instance i (x j

i ) using a certain model. We will return to the approaches to learn
these models in Chapter 7. This model can take two forms:

1. we consider the values for the other attributes of the same instance and predict
using those values (i.e. x1

i , . . . ,x
j�1
i ,x j+1

i , . . . ,xp
i ! x j

i );
2. we take the previous (and possibly next) values of the same attribute. For the

latter we need a temporal dataset (XT). Hence, we predict in the following way:
x j

1, . . . ,x
j
i�1,x

j
i+1, . . . ,x

j
N ! x j

i .
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approach does have disadvantages when we have data with a lot of extreme values,
as this severely impacts the value of the mean. The median is a robust alternative for
these cases as it is less sensitive to it. Note that all these approaches target numerical
values. For categorical values, we can use the mode.

A bit more sophisticated approach is to predict the missing value for attribute j
of instance i (x j
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Local outlier factor (4) 

•  CrowdSignals case (k=5): 
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(a) Chauvenet’s criterion (b) Mixture model (upper part shows the observed
values, bottom part shows the probability of ob-
serving the data)

(c) Simple distance-based approach (d) Local outlier factor (upper part shows the ob-
served values, bottom part shows the k-lof score)

Fig. 3.9: Outlier for the attribute light phone lux

pler distance-based approach. In addition, it is computationally more demanding.
Based on our observations, we have decided to apply a filtering of the outliers (re-
placing them with an unknown value) using the Chauvenet criterion: we want to be
on the safe now and not throw away data points for which it is not so obvious that
they are outliers. We apply this to all attributes except for the labels (that are just
binary and do not contain outliers). Of course using a single parameter across all
attributes has a severe risk which we are completely aware of, but visual inspection
showed that the outliers that were removed seemed fairly reasonable.

3.5 Case Study 41

• Chauvenet’s criterion: we set the value c = 2, according to the traditional Chau-
venet criterion.

• Mixture models: we use 3 mixture component and a single iteration of the algo-
rithm

• Simple distance-based approach: we set dmin = 0.1 and fmin = 0.99 and use Eu-
clidean distance.

• Local outlier factor: we use 5 for the value of k and use Euclidean distance.

(a) Chauvenet’s criterion (b) Mixture model (upper part shows the observed
values, bottom part shows the probability of ob-
serving the data)

(c) Simple distance-based approach (d) Local outlier factor (upper part shows the ob-
served values, bottom part shows the k-lof score)

Fig. 3.8: Outlier for the attribute acc phone x

In the figures we can see that Chauvenet’s criterion does signal outliers for the
light phone lux attribute: we find 33 outliers that seem to make sense. For the
acc phone x we do not find any outliers, and visual inspection indeed shows that



Outlier detection 

•  We remove all elements we have 
considered to be an outlier 

•  We replace them with the value missing 
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Missing values (1) 

•  We naturally move to missing values 
•  We can replace missing values by a 

substituted value (imputation) 
•  What should these values be? 

– mean (numeric) 
– mode (categorical and numeric) 
– median (numeric) 
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Missing values (2) 

•  We can also take more advanced 
approaches: 
– Use other attribute values in the same 

instance (Chapter 7): 

– Use values of the same attributes from other 
instances (need a ordered/temporal attribute): 
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this says something on how close point x j
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We compare the values for our point x j
i and our neighboring points. Remember

that a high value for klrd represents a closer proximity to neighbors. This formula
expresses that the higher the scores for x j

i on the klrd compared to its neighbors, the
lower the local outlier factor will become, which makes perfect sense of course!

3.2 Imputation of Missing Values

Obviously, our dataset could contain a lot of missing values. This could be caused by
a lot of outliers, or possibly by sensors not providing information at certain points in
time. There are different ways to replace these missing values by some substituted
value, we refer to this process as imputation.

The first approach we can take is to impute the mean value of an attribute calcu-
lated over the instances where the value is known. This is a common approach. The
approach does have disadvantages when we have data with a lot of extreme values,
as this severely impacts the value of the mean. The median is a robust alternative for
these cases as it is less sensitive to it. Note that all these approaches target numerical
values. For categorical values, we can use the mode.

A bit more sophisticated approach is to predict the missing value for attribute j
of instance i (x j

i ) using a certain model. We will return to the approaches to learn
these models in Chapter 7. This model can take two forms:

1. we consider the values for the other attributes of the same instance and predict
using those values (i.e. x1

i , . . . ,x
j�1
i ,x j+1
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i );
2. we take the previous (and possibly next) values of the same attribute. For the

latter we need a temporal dataset (XT). Hence, we predict in the following way:
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that a high value for klrd represents a closer proximity to neighbors. This formula
expresses that the higher the scores for x j
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lower the local outlier factor will become, which makes perfect sense of course!

3.2 Imputation of Missing Values

Obviously, our dataset could contain a lot of missing values. This could be caused by
a lot of outliers, or possibly by sensors not providing information at certain points in
time. There are different ways to replace these missing values by some substituted
value, we refer to this process as imputation.

The first approach we can take is to impute the mean value of an attribute calcu-
lated over the instances where the value is known. This is a common approach. The
approach does have disadvantages when we have data with a lot of extreme values,
as this severely impacts the value of the mean. The median is a robust alternative for
these cases as it is less sensitive to it. Note that all these approaches target numerical
values. For categorical values, we can use the mode.

A bit more sophisticated approach is to predict the missing value for attribute j
of instance i (x j
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these models in Chapter 7. This model can take two forms:
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Missing values (3) 

•  Some examples of the second case in 
case of a single missing measurement: 

•  In case of multiple missing measurements: 
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Obviously, we do not need to use the entire set of attributes (first case) or instances
(second case but can also consider a subset). A simple example of the second ap-
proach is to take the previous and next value of the specific attribute and average the
values (again assuming numerical values), i.e.

x j
i =

x j
i�1 + x j

i+1
2

(3.19)

Or in case we know that measurement x j
i�k is the last available measurement while

x j
i+l is the first next measurement we can compute it in the following way (assuming

a fixed sampling rate of our data):

x j
i = x j

i�k + k ·
x j

i+l � x j
i�k

(k+ l)
(3.20)

This is a simple form of linear interpolation and works under the assumption that the
development of the values follow a linear trend. Of course, this does not work for
the first and last time points, there we can either use the next (or previous) couple of
time point and extrapolate the trend from those points. Some approaches allow the
usage of values of multiple attributes over time. An example of this is the Kalman
filter which we will discuss in the next section.

3.3 A Combined Approach: The Kalman Filter

An approach that both identifies outliers and also replaces these with new values is
the Kalman filter (cf. [61]). The Kalman filter builds up a model for the expected
values based on historical data and estimates how noisy a new measurement is by
comparing the observed values with the predicted values. Imagine Arnold running
through his favorite park in Amsterdam, the Vondelpark. We continuously obtain
GPS signals on his whereabouts. Suddenly we see a strange measurement: Arnold
is supposed to have moved one kilometer in 10 seconds. While we should obviously
never underestimate Arnold’s physical shape we also know he is neither superman
nor a Ferrari. The Kalman filter can find this strange anomaly and will insert a more
reliable value instead. This can also work really well in a real time setting. Again,
we need a dataset with temporal ordering for this to work.

Let us dive into the method in a bit more detail. In the Kalman filter, we distin-
guish between a latent state st and the measurements that can be performed based
on the state, in our case xt , or x j

t if we want to consider single measurements. In our
example case, the state of Arnold would be the actual presence at a certain location,
his actual physical state, etcetera. Our measurement would be the GPS coordinate,
activity level, heart rate and so on. We can express the next value of a state as:
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Missing values (4) 

•  CrowdSignal example: 
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3.5.2 Missing Value Imputation

Now that we have removed the extreme values, we are left with a good number of
unknown values. We could remove these rows, but we would loose precious data.
Therefore, we consider imputation of the values. We have seen that the heart rate
attribute contains most missing values, so let us use that as an example. Figure 3.10
shows the result of imputation by means of the mean and via interpolation. Clearly,
for this type of time series imputation using interpolation is preferred: it results in
much more natural values. This holds for temporal sequences in general, but if we
do not have this temporal ordering it is impossible of course. We apply this to all
attributes with missing values (which are all but the label attributes).

Fig. 3.10: Missing value imputation for hr watch rate. The top shows the original
data followed by imputation using the mean, and interpolation respectively, the me-
dian is not shown



Outlier detection + imputation 

•  Approaches that combine outlier detection 
and value imputation exist as well 

•  The Kalman filter is a well known one: 
–  it estimates expected values based on 

historical data 
–  if the observed value deviates too much (i.e. 

an outlier) we can impute with the expected 
value 
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Kalman filter (1) 

•  Assume some latent state st which can 
have multiple components 
– Our quantified self data xt performs 

measurements about this state 
•  For example: 

– st is Arnold’s presence at a position and 
velocity 

– xt is the GPS data and step counter 
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Kalman filter (2) 

•  The next value of a state is defined as: 

– ut  is a control input state (e.g. sending a 
message) 

– wt is white noise 
– Ft and Bt are matrices 

•  The measurement associated with st is: 

– vt is white noise 
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st+1 = Ftst +Btut +wt (3.21)

Here, Ft and Bt are matrices while st is the previous value of the state, ut is the
control input to the state (we might want to adjust the state, e.g. by sending a mes-
sage to Arnold, we will return to this in Chapter 9), and wt represents process white
noise. Ft expresses how the previous state influences the new state (by means of
weights associated for each component of the state) while Bt represents how the
control input influences the different components of the next state.

The value for the measurement associated with the state is:

xt = Htst + vt (3.22)

Ht is again a matrix while vt is the measurement white noise. The noise values
are assumed to be taken from a multivariate normal distribution with covariance
matrix Qt (representing the process noise covariance) and Rt (the measurement noise
covariance) respectively:

wt =N(0,Qt) (3.23)
vt =N(0,Rt) (3.24)

Given that is our model, we can start to make predictions on the next state.Let ŝt|t�1
represent the estimation of the state value st given observations up till t �1 (i.e. an
a priori estimate) and ŝt|t the a posteriori estimate given all observations including
time t. Furthermore, remember that the noise plays an important role: how noisy our
estimation of the state is. We have a matrix containing the level of noise or error we
would expect to see, noted as Pt . The matrix contains the co-variance and variances
of the Gaussian probability density functions that characterize the error we would
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Kalman filter (3) 

•  For the noise we assume that: 
•  Now let us try to predict a next state 

(denoted by a hat): 

•  And let us also estimate our prediction error 
(matrix of variances and co-variances): 
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Kalman filter (4) 

•  Based on our prediction of the state, let us 
look at the error: 

•  Given this error we come with an updated 
prediction of our state 

•  Kt is a matrix derived based on an algorithm 
for which Pt|t-1 is used 
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that state. First, we can determine the difference between a measurement xt and our
a priori estimate for the measurement, we will refer to this as et :

et = xt �HT ŝt|t�1 (3.27)

And we can create an estimation for the covariance for our measurements St given
our matrix Ht :

St = HtPt�1|t�1HT
t +Rt (3.28)

In order to make the best estimate of the state given the error we observe between the
actual and expected measurements we can define the optimal Kalman gain, defined
as:

Kt = Pt|t�1HT
t S�1

t (3.29)

And we use this to define the a posteriori estimation of the state based on our a priori
estimate and the error between our model and the actual measurements:

ŝt|t = ŝt|t�1 +Ktet (3.30)

Finally, we update our covariance matrix:

Pt|t = (I �KtHt)Pt|t�1 (3.31)

Ok, we have seen a lot of equations that might be a bit overwhelming but we
hope the intuition behind the approach is a bit clear. Due to the nature of the book
we are not able to make all derivations of the equations explicit. Of course, ample
books and tutorials discuss the Kalman filter in more detail.

We can use the Kalman filter by letting it run along our data, and seeing when
the deviation (i.e. et ) is too big. In case it is (apparently it is noise), we can use our
estimate and otherwise we use the original value. Of course, we keep on updating
our model independent of whether we accept a measurement or not since this allows
us to better estimate the noise levels.

3.4 Transformation

The next approaches for handling noisy data transform our data in such a way that
we filter the more subtle noise (not the huge outliers we have seen before) and
identify the parts of our data that explain most of our variation. We will explain two
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Kalman filter (5) 

•  Of course the matrices contain models (that we 
might not always know) but you can even do 
without (one measurement directly related to 
one latent state) 

•  Once we observe a large error, our xt might be 
of and we can substitute it by the expected 
value 

•  Nice more extensive explanation: 
http://www.bzarg.com/p/how-a-kalman-filter-
works-in-pictures/  
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Kalman filter (6) 

•  CrowdSignal example: 
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Fig. 3.11: Kalman filter applied to acc phone x, the top graph shows the original
values, the bottom the values after applying the Kalman filter

7 components. We therefore decide to select 7 components and include the value of
each of the components (for each time point) into our dataset. Figure 3.14 shows
an overview of the values versus the labels to get some intuition on the predictive
capabilities of the principal components.

3.5.5 Processed dataset

Finally, the processed dataset after all steps we have just explained is shown in
Figure 3.14. Note the change in the scales of some axes due to the removal of the
outliers.



Transforming the data (1) 

•  Even though we have removed the outliers 
and imputed missing values we could still 
suffer from noise in our dataset that could 
distract the learning process 

•  Approaches exist that filter our this more 
subtle noise 
– Lowpass filter 
– Principal Component Analysis 
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Lowpass filter (1) 

•  Main idea: some data has periodicity (e.g. 
walking, running) 

•  You can decompose a series of values 
into different periodic signals: 
– come with their own frequency 
– we will see about this in Chapter 4 

•  Some frequencies might be more 
interesting than others 
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Lowpass filter (2) 

•  For example: we do not care about running 
(higher frequency), but we do care about 
walking 

•  We can filter out the higher frequency data 
•  The lowpass filter does exactly this: 

–  |G(f)| is the magnitude of the filter 
–  fc is the cutoff frequency 
–  n is the order of the filter 
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approaches: the lowpass filter (which can be applied to individual attributes) and
Principal Component Analysis, which works across the entire dataset.

3.4.1 Lowpass filter

The lowpass filter can be applied to data that is of a temporal nature (i.e. XT), and
assumes that there is a form of periodicity in our data. Think about accelerometer
data for example, if we are walking we will see periodic measurements in our ac-
celerometer data at a frequency around 1 Hz as walking is a repetitive pattern. When
we process our data, we can filter out such periodic data based upon its frequency.
For instance, we could say that any measurement we perform that is at a higher fre-
quency than our walking behavior are irrelevant and considered noise (they might
actually hamper our machine learning process). Hence, we want to remove the data
originating from a form of periodicity above a certain frequency, and leave the data
at lower frequencies untouched. How we move from measurement values over time
to frequencies is explained in more detail in Chapter 4 when we explain Fourier
Transformations. An example of a filter that can filter our periodic behavior is the
Butterworth filter. Assuming fc to be the cutoff frequency we represent the trans-
fer function G (usually specified in dB due to the traditional application in the audio
domain) of the signal with frequency f by means of the following (simplified) equa-
tion:

|G( f )|2 = 1
1+( f/ fc)2n (3.32)

We can observe that the higher the frequency f , the lower the magnitude of the
transfer function G becomes, which is exactly what we want: we want to filer out the
high frequency data and let the low frequency data pass. The parameter n is the order
of the filter. The higher the order, the more steeply the magnitude of the frequencies
above the cutoff frequency fc drop. Precisely how to implement the filter is beyond
the scope of this book, but let us consider an application of the filter to exemplify
its working. Consider Figure 3.4 which shows a snapshot of accelerometer data of
Arnold (in one direction).
We see that we combine two sinusoid functions at different frequencies, one with a
frequency of 1 Hz and one with a much lower frequency, namely 0.1 Hz. We then
apply a Butterworth filer with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz (i.e. everything with a
higher frequency is filtered) to the combined data and see that we obtain the single
low frequency sinusoid: we have filtered out the high frequency data. Lowpass filters
have for instance be used in [33, 29, 7, 112] to clean up the data.



Lowpass filter (3) 
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Fig. 3.4: Example application of Butterworth filter

3.4.2 Principal Component Analysis

Next to looking at individual attributes, we can also consider our dataset as a whole
and extract features that explain most of the variation observed over all attributes.
To understand this, let us consider Figure 3.5, in which we have two attributes X1
and X2. The measurements are expressed by means of the red points, and it concerns
the accelerometer data of Arnold. We see that an increase in the measurement value
for X1 (acceleration on the x-axis) goes hand in hand with an increasing value for
X2 (acceleration on the y-axis).

Let us look at ways to explain the variance we see in the data. We can actually
see that the solid red line describes our data in a very precise way. If we would know
the equation of this line, and we would project all points onto that line (so we ignore
the distance to the line) we would be able to express our data points by means of
a single value Xnew on the line instead of value pairs. In fact, the distance from the
line could be noise, which we could get rid of in one go as well. The other line (the
blue line) is a line perpendicular (at an angle of 90o) to our previously found line. It
can be used as a secondary axis to express the distance of a point from our previous
line. If we use both we obviously do not lose any information, and hence, we might
not get rid of the noise. Of course, this is just a case with two attributes, we can do
this for an arbitrary number of attributes.



Lowpass filter (4) 

•  CrowdSignal example (fc=1.5Hz, n=20): 
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Fig. 3.12: Original data (top) and filtered data for acc phone x with frequencies
above 1.5 Hz filtered. Note the time scale, we zoomed into part of the data

3.6 Exercises

3.6.1 Pen and paper

1. In our quantified self setting, we might be faced with datasets of different users.
In the description of the techniques in the chapter, we have focused on a single
dataset only. When we apply these approaches, should we apply the techniques
(and make choices) per individual user dataset, or should we apply them once
over the combination of all datasets? Provide at least two arguments in favor of
each these two options.

2. We have seen two types of outlier detection algorithms: distance and distribution
based. In what situations would it be better to apply a distance based outlier
detection algorithm over a distribution-based approach?



Transforming the data (2) 

•  We can also apply principal component 
analysis: 
–  find new features that explain most of the 

variability in our data 
– select the number of components based on 

the explained variance 
– since most are familiar, I will not provide all 

details, see the book 
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Principal component analysis (1) 
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Fig. 3.5: Example dataset for Principal Component Analysis

Finding vectors that represent these lines (or hyperplanes if we have more than
two attributes) and ordering them in terms of how much variance in the data is ex-
plained is the main goal of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (see e.g. [59]).
There are different ways to find the vectors. We will explain one. We start by defin-
ing the co-variance matrix of our data. The covariance between an attribute Xi and
Xj is defined as follows:

cov(Xi,Xj) =
ÂN

n=1(x
i
n � X̄i)(x

j
n � X̄ j)

N
(3.33)

Where X̄k is the mean value for attribute Xk:

X̄k =
ÂN

n=1 xk
n

N
(3.34)

The covariance matrix is then defined in the following way:

C =

0

B@
cov(X1,X1) · · · cov(X1,Xp)

...
. . .

...
cov(Xp,X1) · · · cov(Xp,Xp)

1

CA (3.35)

The covariance matrix expresses how the values of our attributes relate to each other,
i.e. whether values coincide. The covariance of the same attribute (i.e. cov(Xi,Xi) is
the variance of the attribute. If we divide each element of the covariance matrix by



Principal component analysis (2) 

•  CrowdSignals: 
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Fig. 3.13: Explained variance by principal components ranked on importance

3. In the simple distance-based approach we have seen two parameters, namely fmin
and dmin. Explain the way in which you would find appropriate values for these
parameters.

4. The local outlier factor algorithm is quite complex, find out what the computa-
tional complexity of the algorithm is and discuss ways to improve the scalability
of the approach (hint: could we possibly use some prototypes?).

5. We have seen that the Kalman filter assumes a model that relates observations
to states. Imagine that we do not have such a model, we just map the obser-
vations and states one-by-one in a direct way (in fact we have done this for the
crowdsignals case). Explain what the Kalman filter will entail when we take such
an approach, so how does it update its model and what values would it predict?

3.6.2 Coding

1. One of the criteria to allow for an application of Chauvenet’s criterion is that
the data follows a normal distribution. We did not actually check this in our
application of the filter. Study for at least two sequences of sensory values in the
crowdsignals data (including the acc phone x we used in our case study) whether
they are indeed normally distributed.

2. Use a model-based approach to impute the heart rate
3. Similarly to what we have done for our crowdsignals dataset, apply the tech-

niques that have been discussed in this chapter to the dataset you have collected
yourself. Write down your observations and the argumentation for certain choices
you have made.
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Fig. 3.14: Dataset after Chapter 3

4. In line with the previous question, do the same for the case you found covering
the data of multiple people. Think about the answer you gave to one of the pen
and paper questions: how should you tackle the issue with multiple datasets?



Summary 
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Table 3.1: Methods discussed in this chapter

Approach Purpose XT

specific?
Number
of attib-
ributes
consid-
ered

Brief summary

Chauvenets criterion Outlier detection No 1 Identify values for an attribute that are
unlikely given a single normal distribu-
tion to describe the data.

Mixture model-based outlier
detection

Outlier detection No 1 Identify values for an attribute that are
unlikely given a combinations of distri-
butions to describe the data.

Simple distance-based outlier
detection

Outlier detection No 1, . . . , p Identify instances or attribute values at a
great distance from other points.

Local outlier factor Outlier detection No 1, . . . , p Identify instances or attribute values who
are more distant from other points than
other close by points are to their closest
points.

Mean imputation Missing value im-
putation

No 1 Impute the mean value for an attribute
for an unknown value or outlier.

Median imputation Missing value im-
putation

No 1 Impute the median value for an attribute
for an unknown value or outlier.

Mode imputation Missing value im-
putation

No 1 Impute the mode value for an attribute
for an unknown value or outlier.

Interpolation-based imputa-
tion

Missing value im-
putation

Yes 1 Impute the value for an attribute by ex-
trapolating the previous and next mea-
surement.

Model-based imputation Missing value im-
putation

No 1 Impute the value for an attribute by cre-
ating a model to predict it.

Kalman filter Outlier detection &
Missing value im-
putation

Yes 1, . . . , p Create estimations of expected values
based on historical observations and im-
pute with estimated value when values
are too deviant.

Lowpass Butterworth filter Transformation Yes 1 Remove periodic irrelevant data of a sin-
gle attribute over time.

Principal Component Analysis Transformation No p Condense most of the variability of the
data in a set of new features.

So what do we consider to be an observation? Well, there are in fact two options:
we can consider single values of one attribute Xj as an observation (x j

i ), or we can
consider complete instances as an observation (xi). For now, we will assume the
former, but nearly all approaches discussed in this section are also applicable to the
latter.

We can have two types of outliers: those caused by a measurement error and
those simply caused by variability of the phenomenon that we observe/measure.
The former is generated by a different mechanism so the say and not generated by
the phenomenon we observe/measure, while for the latter it is the same mechanism.
When considering our example Arnold, a measurement of a heart rate of 300 would
be considered a measurement error (unless our friend has some form of superpow-
ers) whereas a heart rate of 195 might be very uncommon but could simply be a
measurement of Arnold trying to push his limits. While we would clearly like to
remove the measurement errors or replace them with more realistic values (which
will hopefully yield a better performance of our machine learning approaches), we
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•  Have learned how to handle all the noise 
in our data using various approaches 

•  This will help our machine learning 
algorithms later 

•  Next time: feature extraction 


